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Central Washington University

Students ntobilize
.for 'legislative day'
by Jill Johnson
Managi_ng editor

Central students will be given
an opportunity to take their
concerns about tuition increases and budget cuts to
Olympia as P.art of "Central
Washington University Legislative Day."
Eric Peter, student body
president, said the Board of
Directors, in cooperation with
the administration, has organized three school buses to
transport interested students
to Olympia on Tuesday Feb. 4.
The one day trip is an attempt
by the BOD to mobilize the
student body in its efforts to
stop the 14 percent tuition in,.

crease proposed by Gov. Booth
Gardner.
''We will take anyone who
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wants to go," Peter said.
Students who are interested
will be asked to sign up· at the
BOD office and give their name
and the district where they are
registered to vote. This information will be used to try and
arrange meetings between
students and their respective
representatives.
Before the meetings students,
will be briefed on current proposals which directly affect
higher education, but students
should feel free to discuss any
issue that affects them in their
district, Peter said.
The BOD began working on
Legislative Day in an attempt
to refute what is becoming a

See DAY I page 2

Sparks ends 'guy hours'
by Shannon Sparks
Staff reporter

Guys are being let out of the
closet in Sparks Hall following
termination of the "guy hours"
that required male visitors to
leave by midnight.
The new regulations allow
residents to have guests any
time of the day, as long as they
are escorted at all times. Residents can also have overnight
guests two nights a week, as
long as they are not of the opposite sex.
Previous rules resulted in a

few residents hiding their male the rules," Hovde said.
"We took a survey in the beguests in the closet.
"The former regulations al- ginning of winter quarter and
lowed guests to walk through found out that a majority of
the hall without an escort until the residents agreed with us,"
midnight, makingit difficult to Hovde said.
"This will keep strangers out
decipher who was invited and
who was not," said Sarah of the halls and allow guests to
Hovde, Sparks Hall manager,. study or talk with friends after
"One resident had a man walk midnight," said Hovde.
Most residents reacted posiinto her room in the middle of
the night," said Amy Loonan, tively to the new rule.
"I can see how the old rule
hall resident.
Some dorm doors were also was hard to enforce. This new
regulation will make it easier
vandalized Roved said.
"The former visitation policy for the residents advisers,"
forced us to police the halls and Loonan said.
gave us little power to enforce

Protesters at Saturday's farm workers
Mike Radice/Th eObserver
rights demonstration In the Super 1 parking lot.

Winery boycott
·5 years strong
by Michael Radice
and Mark Eaton

Halpe;rin in Russia
by Cristine Jung
Copy editor

Professo'r Mark W. Halperin remembers walking down the
street in Estonia, Tallinn, Soviet Union, with a friend from
the Estonian Institute of Human Sciences looking for a
·. place to have dinner.
The pair find a promising
restaurant but a sign in the
window says "full."
Halperin continues walking,
but his companion says they
ought to try anyway. His
companion walks up the stairs
and a man greets them at the
door and lets them pass.
Halperin questions his friend
on how they got into the restaurant and why there isn't
anyone in it when the sign said
"full".
She explains she told the man

1

Photo courtesy/Mark Halperin

Professor Mark Halperin teaches outside an Estonian city hall.

at the door Halperin was a foreigner and slipped him some
cash.
"In the Soviet Union, unfortu-

nately there isn't a lot of food.
It's a matter of finding some-

See HALPERIN I page 2

A demonstration, by students and farm workers
Saturday was part of an ongoing"boycott of Chateau Ste
Michelle wineries first initiated by the United Farm
Workers in 1987.
The protestors, who gathered outside Super 1 Foods,
accused Cheatue Ste. Michelle of labor exploitation.
"(Chateau Ste. Michelle) is
exploiting cheap labor,"
Central student Andrew
Bates said.
"Most of the workers at the
winery aren't represented by
any union," Bates said. "The
conditions under which these
people must work is unacceptable."
Cheatue Ste. Michelle said
on Monday the UFW is using
them as identifiable tool for
its propaganda.
"The UFW is using the
boycott for media exposure,"
Bob Betz, vice president said.
''They choose (Cheatue Ste.
Michelle) because we are
easily identifiable," Betz said.
Betz said UFW President

Tomas Villanueza has said in
public they are usingCheatue
Ste. Michelle because they are
well known. He said the UFW
is looking for ways to gain
power over the workers.
Betz said the 170 vineyard
workers, hired seasonally, are
the best paid in the state.
Protesters last Saturday
said the workers have no
collective voice and the United
Farm Workers Union wants
that to change.
"(The workers), for the most
part, have no health insurance. There aren't even
bathrooms for these people to
use," Bates said
The boycott, according to
Bates is an attempt to inform
the general public of the exploitation.
''They [the winery] won't
even come to the table," Bates
said. "(Pickers) can be fired
or given a pay-cut without
being informed."
Up to 50 percent of the
workers are illegal and much
of the problem stems from
that fact Bates said.
"That's where the problem
lies," he said. "Denying im-

See BOYCOTT I page 2
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Piano pouncer and barricade borrower

BOD hope
students fill
3 buses

Campus police arrested a
Muzzall Hall man for interrupted a piano recital
Saturday night in Hertz Hall
by jumping on stage and
then getting on top of a
piano.
Witnesses said the man
entered a side door during a
performance and loudly
slammed the door. He then
went up to the stage and
stopped the. show by climbing on the piano.
He began playing the piano
and yelling and screaming in
English and Spanish. Police
confronted the man outside
where he was standing by
the doorman. Officers
observed him speaking
irrationally in several
different languages.and .
displaying extreme behavior
disorders.
He acknowledged his
,
miranda rights with obscenities in English and Spanish.
He was booked at the

From DAY I page 1
prevailing attitude among
manyofthe state's representatives. An attitude which discounts the concerns of college
students because of their lack
of political awareness.
"Some (legislators) don't think
we care and they don't think
we count and the reason for
that is they don't hear us, they
· don't see us, and they don't
know us," Peter said.
The purpose for the trip to
Olympia is for the students to
stand up and say "Hey, we do
vote, we do count, we do care
and you'd better listen to us,"
he said.
The purpose oofthe trip iis to
try to make the most out of the
universities best resources-its students. A visit from students to their representative
shows they have taken the time
to understand what's going on
and that they care, Peter said.
"If students want to make a
difference they are going to
have to get involved. There are
still a lot of students who aren't
calling," said Peter, in reference to the phone made avail-.
able outside the BOD office in
the SUB for students to phone
in and voice their concern to
their representative.
In past years other universities have held rallies in Olympia and two years ago a statewide rally was held. This year
however, Central will be the
first university to visit the
capital building in Olympia.
Although, the trip is to increase awareness of Central
and the views of its students,
there will not be a demonstration or a protest.
"There won't be a (traditional)
rally" Peter said. "We don't
want to look like students who
can only protest- we want to
come across intelligent and informed."
"We want this process to be
an education process for both
the students and the legislature," Peter said.
The buses are scheduled to
leave 7 a.m. from the SUB
parking lot and will leave
Olympia about 4 p.m.
Peter said students can register all the way up until the bus
leaves if there are extra seats,
but he encourages students,
especially those interested in
meeting with their representatives to sign up as soon as
possible.

The Observer

by Joe Butler
Kittitas County Jail for
disorderly conduct and a
mental health specialist was
called to evaluate his condition. who advised the police
to commit the man Eastern
State Hospital.
Police said the man was
suspected in several outstanding cases: a harassment
case and wa~ considered a
suspect in a suspicious
person report at the library
and a set of assaults in
Muzzall Hall.

A Beck Hall man was
issued a minor in possession
citation early Thursday
morning, campus police said.
Police were parked near the
service entrance at Holmes

IA America, the students don't
have the same things to worry
about. The Soviet students
can't believe American stuthing to eat," said Halperin dents don't have to go to politiexplaining why the sign said cal meetings, said Halperin.
There were times when he
full.
The restaurants didn't have a realized American and Soviet
lot of food, or they didn't· get students were alike when they
food for the day, said Halperin. asked him something and he
The lack offood is not the only thought to himself only a studifference Halperin experi- dent would ask that question.
enced while teaching English · "There still is one similarity
literature in the Soviet Union no matter where you go, among
students; it is, some students
in 1990.
He learned not all people are work really hard and some don't
the same, but all people have try, and there are those who
are genuinely interested and
certain similarities.
"One of the things I learned those who don't care," said
was how different my students Halperin.
The differences in the Soviet
were. Things I take for granted
here, I couldn't there," said Union and the United States
Halperin.
--. were great in 1990 before the

From HALPERIN I page 1

Dining Hall and observed
Campus police issued a
him walking across a grass
man a citation for driving on
hill carrying a blinking
the grass on the east side of
Central barricade.
The man continued walking Anderson Hall Friday.
His vehicle was traveling
toward officers, even though
south on Chestnut, turned
they were in plain view.
left on to the grass and
When they confronted him,
headed toward the paved
he told them he was just
parking lot.
putting the barricade back
Officers stopped the man,
where it belonged.
Police smelled alcohol on his who showed them a pass
allowing him to be driving
breath and requested idention the mall. The man did
fication. He said he did not
admit he was aware the
have any, but told them_his ·
lawn was off limits.
name and his age-19 years
Police said he received a
old.
verbal warning for not
He was transported to the
having proof of insurance,
campus police station. Police
and a citation: for driving on
said he told them he picked
the grass.
up the barricade in front of
Black Hall and only planned
collapse of the Soviet Union. ticular was extremely slow.
The people, the scenery, most "It took two months to get one
of it can't be explained, said letter. Partly ht;'cause ofinefficiency, also because of lack of
Halperin.
"It is not really that you take workers and who knows what
things for granted, it's that you else," said Halperin.
The Estonian Institute of
see more clearly. The fish don't
notice the water they swim in, Human Sciences was the first
they just know they are there," independent college, meaning
not supported by the state.
said.Halperin.
Unfortunately, their indeIn contrast to Americans, the
pendence
means students who
people of Estonia were not as
open to foreigners said earned a degree from the university were not recognized as
Halperin.
"I was interested in meeting having completed college from
people, but the Esttmians were the state.
It is the first college to try and
very reserved. The few friends
I made I am still very good stand on its own, said Halperin.
Halperin said the Soviet
friends with," said Halperin.
Another thing Halperin said Union was a different experihe noticed about the Soviet ence, but definitely a rewardUnion is everything they do is ing experience.
slow. The mail system in par-

f(J !!!i1!~~

From BOYCOTT I page1
migrants their rights- exploiting cheap labor because they
can."
Winery official Betz said negotiations have been stalled
because of unreasonable demands by the UFW.
"They wanted a freeze on hiring replacements if workers
went on strike during
harvest,"said Betz.
Betz said (Cheatue Ste. Mich-

elle) is trying to create policy
that makes both parties happy.
Demonstrators said they hope
to inform the students and
people of Ellensburg as to what
is happening with the workers.
He hopes the people will then
be able to make an informed
decision whether or not to patronize the wine-makers.
Bates said another protest is
planned at Albertsons on Feb.
8.

Ellensburg Public Schools LEVY

ELLENSBURG• 312 N. PINE• 925-7113

r---Wiii-Wfdittllf'
London, England
Siena. Italy
Avignon. France
Cologne. Ger·many

1 ,941 Votes Needed
Election Date: February 4, 1992
Polling Times: 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Polling Locations:
Lincoln Elementary
Washington Elementary

Levy funds are
needed to
maintain present
service levels.

EXHIBITS A SALES
TUES.-SAT. I NOON - ,:00

VOTE• VOTE• VOTE• VOTE• VOTE
I

Parenthood

• Annual Exams
• Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy Testing
• Information
· • Infection Diagnosis & Treatment

''YOUR VOTE COUNTS!"

ADMISSION
FREE

to put in front of Beck Hall,
with no plans ofremoving it
from campus.
He was issued a citation
for minor in possession and
then released, ·campus police
said.

• Earn direct CWU credit

•
•
•
•

Language Classes
Elective courses taught in English
Excursions
Homestay arrangement

The Deadline Has Been Extended!
February 7, 1992
For more information:
Nomt Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
Office oflntematlonal Programs
Nanum Complex; CWU
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Telephone: 963-3612 ,

·
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Clinton campaign comes to campus CP&PC
by Katy Anderson

provide the opportunity
for interested students
to form an organized
With the national presidencampus campaign.
tial election fast approaching,
"People on this campus
Eric Roecke, coordinator for
would careabout it if
Bill Clinton's campaign on
they could have somecollege campuses, spoke to
one to talk to about it,"
Central students on the imRoecke said.
portance of taking an active
Central's Shane
role in politics.
Silverthorn, a political
Roecke, a graduate student
science major, was reat the University ofWashingsponsible for getting
ton school of public policy,
Roecke to Central to
speaks to young democrats
speak to interested stuand college students across the
dents.
state advising them on politi''We feel that student
cal techniques and strategies
population is under repwhile helping to organize
resented, we also feel
campaign clubs
that they (students) can
The clubs formed on college
be a very significant
campuses are given campaign
Club members Dave Griffen, Aaron
~riving force in ~~litic~
materials, such as , banners, Reardon and Shane Silverthorn.
if they are mobilized,
bumper stickers, pamphlets,
said Silverthorn.
buttons and candidate policy familiar with Clinton's politics
Silverthorn said one of the
information packets.
and believes in his leadership main goals of the
Clinton
Roecke worked in Washing- abilities.
Club is to organize and inform
ton D.C. under Gov. Booth ''This is the guy that can do it if the students of Central about
Gardner for two years and said anyone can," Roecke said.
the candidates and their isduring that time he became
Roecke's main objective is to sues.
The Clinton Club will also
organize voter registration
drives and promote turnout for
the March presidential primary.
Staff writer

Aaron Reardon, a political
science major, is supporting
Clinton because he is concerned
with the way the certain sections ofsociety are being represented.
"It is time for a change, we
need to restore the forgotten
middle class," said Reardon.
''We, the students of higher
education along with all citizens of this country have been
presented with real problems.
It is time for a real president."
he said.
· Reardon wants to work on the
campaign not only because he
supports Clinton but he feels
that it will give him experience
in the political field.
David Griffin, a political science major interested in campaigning on campus, believes
student involvement and interest is important in this election.
"Youth of America must take
an active role in politics, if we
do not take an active role in
politics, as we Central students
well know our education system will deteriorate and fewer
and fewer of us will succeed."
Griffen said.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
(Sign-up schedules posted
two weeks -in advance)

• Feb. 5-6: Safeco Life.
Associate Programmer
Analysts (computer science
majors or business majors
with computer science minor.
Minimum GPA 3.0)
Redmond. Group Meeting on
Feb. 5 at 7 p.m. in SUB
209.
• Feb. 19: All-Phase Electric
Supply Company, Management trainees. (industrial
distribution, industrial
electrician technician, business, management and
marketing majors, minimum
GPA 3.0) Relocate Nationwide.
• Feb. 27: First Investors,
Management trainee Program. (all majors)
•Feb. 27-28: Boeing Company (business and technical
majors) group meeting Feb
27, 7 p.m. SUB 204-205.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
INTERVIEWING
•Feb. 11: Public School
Personnel Coop, (nine districts in 0 lympia area). All
Subjects. All Grades. Group
meeting at 8:30 a.m., SUB
204-205. Interviewing at
CPPC.
•March 3: Issaquah School
District, K-8, Secondary
Biology, Physics, Chemistry,
Math, Industrial Arts,
Special Ed, and School
Psychologist. Group meeting
at 10 a.m. in SUB 104
•March. 5: Wenatchee
School District All subjects.
All grades. Group meeting 9
a.m, SUB 204-5. Interv:iewing at CPPC

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS

SAVE MONEY ON MILK !
Available in
Old-Fashioned
Recyclable
Glass Bottles

•Feb. 4-6: Workshops for
those seeking positions in
business, industry, and
government (getting started,
resume writing, and interviewing) 3-4 p.m. Michelson
103.

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS
• Feb. 15: Applications
graduate assistantships for
Summer Quarter and the
1992-93 academic year are
due in the Graduate Admissions office, Bouillon 205

SCUBA LESSONS
& SUPPLIES
DANI IS HAPPY
TO SERVE YOU

Sign up now.
Contact John Moser Jr.
925-1272

~~

c~d~s

RUBBL ••

Good used
household
furnishings,
glassware,
tables, beds,
etc.
925-9047

305 N. Pine
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Barge gets lift from the inside
with $10 million worth of work
By Kristina Hansen
Copy editor

Central begins the new year
by starting $10 million in
renovation work on Barge Hall,
the ~ldest building on campus,
which is expected to be completed in early 1993.
Barge Hall was built in 1891
and is on the national historic
register.
SD Deacon Construction of
Portland, Ore is restoring the
building that will house the
executive offices, with the
president's office located on the
top floor of the four story building. Also, some student service departments will be located in Barge Hall as well.
"It's important to (Central) to
have Barge completed," said
Duane Skeen, chairman of the
building committe.
"It will be the main center of
the institution ... the showplace
of the university."
According to Norman
Mattson, project manager, the
demolition of the interior will
take many months. ·
The extensive renovation will
include rebuilding the original
dome atop the main tower of
the hall that was removed in
the 1950s because of structural
damage following ari earthquake.
The plans also include installing an elevator and adding
a mezzanine floor where the
drama department's "Threepenny Playhouse" was located.

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
GRANTS &LOANS
We'll find you all the financial
aid money you are eligible for
to attend college.

For Free Information Write:

The view from the presidents office faces 8th Ave

The additional floor and remodeling storage space into
offices will add approximately
1, 700 square feet to the building.
SERA Architect Co. of Portland, Ore. was awarded the
renovation job because it specializes in historical renovation. SERA was chosen from
26 architectural proposals
submitted.
In its proposal, SERA said it
would remain true to the style
and feel of the original architecture of the late 1800s when
Barge Hall was built.
The hall's interior will be remodeled to represent a Victorian style but will also represent current building trends.
Skeen said, the university
must stay within the budget
because no more money will be

allocated to the projeet.
"Everything is on schedule
and we anticipate no major
surprises, " said Skeen.
SERA and SD Deacon are also
responsible for landscaping.
The only executive not moving to Barge Hall is the dean of
undergraduate studies, who
will remain in Bouillon Hall.
The 13 offices that were in
Barge Hall before it was closed
were relocated to modulars on
the east side of Central's campus.· These offices include financial aid, students employment, international programs,
extended university programs
and alumni affairs.
Barge Hall was originally
built to house the Central
Washington Normal School, a
teacher preparation college.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
•Feb. 7: Crater Lake Lodge, seasonal resort positions,
contact CWU student employment for application
• Feb. 13: YMCA Camp Orkila, (education, sociology and
psychology majors) table in the SUB from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

BEADS•BEADS•BEADS
• Glass seed beads • Pony-heart beads
• Plated beads
• Rochaille beads
• Glass bugle beads • Pearls

~DR.

MYRON LINDER
~ DR. SANDY LINDER

II

·~
·- · JE~WELR~P~~:eINGS •
• Fishhook earwires
•Necklace closures
• Leather lacin & more

962-2570

CompuSearch Scholarships

Linder Chiropractic Center

1702 Hoyt Avenue
Everett, WA 98201

1011 N. Alder ... next to campus
314 NORTH PINE
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926 • 962-9300

Burger or Shake
~:~ ~-:~~-- · Sale

EVERY MONDAY
LARGE PIZZA for the price of a medium!

I.

NOBODY .

•. KNOWS

ELLENSBURG

LIKE

925-6941
corner 8th &
Anderson

: · .DOMINO'S_

lbw You IJke Pizza At Home.

·Now 99¢ Each

3-2-1

uble-Up-Deal

0.99 plus tax

Sale Ends Feb. 9th

$2.oo

I 2 medium pizzas, each with I
Choose a big, juicy..Homestyle®Single
Burger or a great 16-oz: Dairy Queen®
shake, in your choice of a rainbow of flavors. But hurry,
be~ause something
this 'good just
can't last.

cheese and one topping

I
I
I

II·
·

I

Expires: 3-31-92

va~dat
pncipatingatoieoonly. N.otvsidwil111ny I
ohlr offtir. Prioee may wry. Customer pays 181" tax
:::napp1~~~:!~:'~roo~~n
I
value 1~. Ou' <ti""'••• not panolized IOI rate

•

•

dM~., ·;;;;o~;;;,

Ill.

Carryout

We Treat You Right®

Dairy Queen" stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracl~
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children .

•

Any Larg.e 1 topping
pizza
®

brazie'

Ne~. .

I
I
I

II
___

.

Vddotpnopabngatoi .. onty.N.ot.""idwillany
ohtr off•. Prioet may wry. Cuatomw paya HIM ta•

=~~~~~~·~-==~~to~~Ca.h
value 1~. Ou' cSiwr1 ••not p0Ntl1zod t01 lato

1
I
I
I
I
I

or ~-~H~~~;;;;;- -1
Lunch, Dinner, Late
Night, Afternoon

$8.99 plus tax
At Ellensburg
Dairy Queen
Stores

$1.oo

Any large
off
off
pizza Any me~ium AnY, small
or pan pizza
pizza
Expires: 3-31-92

Expires: 3-31-92 .

Valid atf.nopabng stores only Not w.lid wil1 any

:'::.oapPe~C.:~Yv:f'a,~:t~:g:-~=.-:••
salo dri,.ng. Ou' ctiW11 carry Ion t11•1 $20 00 . Caah
Vii~ ~/ZOt . 0t.r drtYM~ •e n'?lpenaliZtdfOJ lale
d=~ 1991 Do=-•Pizz.a.lnc. _
llOtWry ....i::;::;~.,,. .....

$4.99 plus tax 1
9
1 $~~ ~l ;.c~~:g>J1~~ J~s~~c :
I
or diet Coke® for just $4.99
I
Expires: 3-31·92
I
I
I
=:.o.:;.:".,.C:~~a,C::t:g:r-~::!•• I
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Once upon a time in the west ...

Letter from
the .Dick Nixon
of newspapers
I would like to clear up a few facts· concerning The
Observer which have recently been misaligned.
The Observer is the official student newspaper/whiner's
scapegoat at this university, but it is not financially
supported by the university.
The Observer is put out solely on the revenue generated
from the advertisements sold by students.
From the computers used to layout the paper, to the
printing and distribution of the paper, everything is
bought and paid for out of The Observer's pocket.
The number of ads sold is what dictates the size of the
paper- unlike such things as Japanese gardens and
former provosts the university would not immediately
jump in with money to keep us floating- we would not
have a paper or a job without selling ads.

Being self supported does not mean we can or would
exclude anyone from working or writing for the paper.
We are not a campus club. No, hey there, hi there, ho
there. We don't require our writers and staff to wear
Birkenstocks, drink cheap acidic espresso at the local
drive-thru or eat oats from a feed bag.
Last November, I attended an issues-seminar at
Portland State University and visited its campus newspaper (a daily). It was buzzing with people. I asked the
editor how big the journalism program was-he said they
didn't have one.
.
No program. These people came from all over the
campus, with no grand invitation and slaved away with
15 other credits riding their backs. They weren't waiting
for someone else to write what they wanted.
I am telling you, anyone who wants to writefrom letters and opinion to straight news, features and
photographs- can. Anyone who wants to edit can apply
and if it is like most quarters, there is a good chance of
getting on.
Letters, especially, are wanted. When it comes to a
quick commentary, nothing hits harder than a letter
from a student, faculty member or employee who has
something to say. But, please send a signed letter.
Unsigned letters have no authority (literally) and will
probably not be printed.
So far this quarter The Observer has received five
letters. For a campus that claims repression and stagnation at every comer that isn't much of an outcry.
I send out an invitation for whatever people want to
give. Come up and'bug us. From so-called 'radicals' to
minds on sabbatical, give us your words. Our editors will
probably have fist fights to see who gets to use your
work.

-Mark Eaton
Editor

LETTERS
Make school
affordable
not extinct
To the editor:
I am a Central graduate
student/teaching assistant
writing to express my sheer
amazement at Governor
Gardner's proposed 14
percent tuition increase for
Central students. If the
governor is determined to
limit access to higher education to the wealthy elite, then
this is a sure way to do it.
Instead of such a radical
tuition increase, I'd rather
see the state generate revenue in these ways:
-A 3 to 4 percent tuition
increase is reasonable.
-State income tax.
I favor a state income tax.
The current' system of exercise taxes- and fees is awkward and expensive. I would
rather have small regular
bites from my paycheck than
large painful annual bites for

things like vehicle license
tabs. I feel a state income tax
would give the state more
dependable funds than the
existing system.
I favor stiff taxes on log
exports. A tax like this would
provide income for the state
and perhaps keep more of our
natural resources for processing and use at home.
I favor streamlining the
state bureaucracy. Excessive
management gobbles up
dollars that could be spent on
real things like library books,
computers for classrooms,
and ventilation systems in
university buildings.
In conclusion, it would be a
mistake to sacrifice higher
education for short-term
economic and political gain.
This is a time when schools
are trying to build cultural
and ethnic diversity; to
attract the students who can
least afford a 14 percent
tuition increase. This is also
a time when our country is
struggling to compete in a
complicated global community. Higher education is a
key to our success in that

struggle. And this is a time
when courageous legislators
must stand up and do the
right thing. I hope you are as
committed as I am to education that is affordable and
accessible to everyone.
- Debra Davis
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Pennsylvania abortion law v. Constitution

Mike Radice
Scene editor

A week ago yesterday,
America celebrated a birthday
of a different sort.
ROEv. WADE.
Nineteen years ago, The U.S.
Supreme Court handed down
to the American people, a decision giving women the right to

an abortion.
Said by some to be the most
controversial opinion ever
made by the nation's highest
court, the issue of abortion has
once again reared its ugly head.
The Supreme Court will soon
be faced with deciding whether
or not a Pennsylvania law
concerning abortion is constitutional.
The law has nothing to do
with legalizing abortion. However, the radical Pro-choice
advocators say this is just a
stepping stone toward overturning Roe vs. Wade.
The Pennsylvania law stipulates that before a doctor can
perform an abortion, he or she
must, inform the patient to
other alternatives, such as
adoption.
The doctor must also keep
records of such operations if

they take place. If the woman
is married;the spouse must be
informed. If the patient is under 18, the parents must know
the operation is to take place.
The last and most important
requirement under the law is
that the patient must wait 24
hours before the doctor can
perform the abortion.
The radical pro-choicers feel
the law is unconstitutional.
Obviously, they feel being informed is a violation of freedom.
I fail to make the connection.
The radicals seem to be proabortion, not pro-choice.
That's just plain twisted.
I am, by every meaning of the
word, pro-choice.
There is only one thing worse
than the thought of a young
mother-to-be aborting a little
life, and that's the thought of a

woman nothavingthefreedom
to exercise a personal choice.
Morally, I feel abortion to be
wrong. However, I'm not here
to be anybody's morality. Ifthat
were the case, then I'd find a
way to rule all time, space and
dimension, and still keep
abortion legal.
How can one person, or group
of people tell another what's
wrong and what's right, especially in government?
It's no secret Reagan and Bush
stacked the court to the right,
turning it into an ultra-conservative, liberal bashing machine.
Name me a democrat who
wouldn't do the same to the
left. The Supreme Court, in all
its power, can't do a thing to
outlaw abortion in the state of
Washington.
.
We made sure of that in No-

vember. It's up to the people of
this country to insure a woman
of her right to excercise freedom of choice, not the courts.
By the way, how dare they
[the courts, government] medle
in our personal affairs! Whatever happened to separation of
church and state anyway? Besides, don't they have a broken
economy to fix?
My spiritual leader may be
able to get away with telling
me something I've done is
wrong, but my government?
Hell no!
As a devout Reagan/Bush administration fan, there is only
one thing that could ever sway
me from my political stance;
abortion or the illegalization
thereof. Keeping abortion legal
is the lesser of two evils. Common sense should tell us to do
the right thing.

CONTEST RULES
Photogr•phs bi.ck •nd whtt• or color
(no elld.. plea..).
Any aubJ-ct. Any size.
Must submit by Friday Feb. 14.
•t Bouillon 227
Top photos will be printed In Feb. 20 luue of
The Observer

Q. Dear Mr. College; I'm graduating this year and I have absolutely no
idea what to do with my life. What now?-Baffled

A. Dear Baffled; Go to law school.
Q. Dea,· Mr. College; I've spent all the money my parents gave me for this semester. Can I
borrow $300? I have enclosed a stamped envelope for your convenience:-Broke

A. Dear Broke; No. But thanks for the stamp.
NAME

Q. Dear Mr. College; My husband doesn't satisfy me sexually. He insists that I'm frigid,
while I maintain that he's'just not man enough for me. What do we do?-Less Than Pleased

A. Dear Less Than; I'm pretty sure you have the wrong column.

PHONE

TOP PRIZE

PHOTO TITLE

Win this deluxe Ninoka nk-700
35mmcamera
SHUlTER SPEED F.STOP CAMERA/LENS
SOmmlens
auto focus (fixed)
a.:;PLEASE
___________________________________________
_J
TAPE TO BACK OF PHOTi
handy carrying strap

SAVE AT ELLENSBURG FASHION CROSSROADS
?J.\ , ~~

c.,;t\'b. £, 1" ~

Visa, Mastercard,

, . , IJIOSB•BB Discover welcome

Juniors, Misses and Plus Size Fashions

BERNl~EI

American
Masters

STUDENTS ALWAYS
RECEIVE 20% OFF
EVERYTHING IN STORE
410N. PEARL
925-5942

SAVE MONEY ON MILK !

cclfe'rose~

fiuL1rw11 1'lcl~
b()()k~t01"e

HAS EXPANDED!
~
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'200 E. 4th
Ellensburg
962-2375
Hours:
9a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Monday
thru
Saturday .~~iiiiill

Available in
Old-Fashioned
Recyclable
Glass Bottles

NEW & USED, BOUGHT,
SOLD & TRADED BOOKS
Cafe serving soups,
salads, sandwiche·s,
desserts, frozen yogurt,
coffee, and espresso.

RICHELLE IS HAPPY
TO SERVE YOU

Espresso Happy Hour

l /2 Price 4:30-5:30 p.m.

-.-- - EVERYDAY
1
Smoking
Available
In
"Outback·

9Pe,,,ma

.11rt
!Durt!r11
!!UtTOff,

!Pt#•fl"'ll
Live Music
February l
8p.m.

WINEGAR·
FAMILY DAIRY

4-19 W. 15TH
925-1821
The Co~ntry Side of West 15_th

" .. ~a very funny
evening of theatre. ''
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) Students hosting international students see-dreams unfold
by Michael Radice

now and then he'll [Sato] throw
a word that I don't know at
me."
This spring, a select group of One of Sato's best experiences
Central students will have the has been learning slang.
chance to investigate some"Cory says it's okay to use
thing completely foreign to among friends, but not with
them; a student from another your teachers," Sato said.
country.
Gilkey's reasons for deciding
Formostofus, thethoughtof to host a Japanese student are,
traveling abroad is frighten- among others, a fascination
ing. For Ken Sato and Rika with Japanese culture and
Hirose it's a dream come true. people.
As exchange students from
''There are a lot of things· ecoJapan, they were very much nomically speaking right now
looking forward to coming to and I think we could learn a lot
the U.S., learning our culture from the Japanese," she said.
and studying in our schools.
Brent DaPron recently hosted
Cory Zimmerman and twointernationalstudents. He
Gabrielle Gilkey agreed to speaks highly ofhis experience.
have Sato and Hirose live with
''To live with an exchange
them. They feel they made the student is a unique. cultural
right decision.
experience for both parties,"
"I'm starting to learn J apa- he said.
nese now," Zimmerman said.
They all say they have
"It's coming along, but every benefited from the experience.
Scene editor

Sharon Parker, program coordinator for the office of residence living, feels many Central students are a little apprehensive about hosting an
exchange student, but there
are many benefits to it.
Among them, according to
Parker, is a cultural exchange
and a sound understanding of
people from different countries.
"Sixty-three students from
Asia University are comingfor
spring quarter," Parker said.
'We want to place them with
U.S. students if possible."
"We have no idea which
people here want to host international students," she
said. "Posters don't work. Flyers don't work. Our main goal
is to make sure everyone involved in this program has a
positive experience."
'We just don't want people to

miss the opportunity to host an
international student," Parker
said.
People interested in the program are welcome to contact

DAVE

Sharon Parker at the Office of
Residence Living in Button
Hall. Oth'er students say they
have benefited from the experience.

'SMOUNTAINVIEW
SERVICE

SERVJCES AYAILABJ..E

,.,,, ,.

Tune Ups - Winterize Pi-0 "Ve PiJJ
~eO.. Brakes - exhaust
'PCJlle
13ottfes
c,ce'\(.
Lube Oil. & .Filter
~
Transm1ss1on
·_

Dave can fix your gas or diesel engine

711 S. MAIN (Across from Super 1) 925-4588

........ You are invited
to meet representatives from six northwest
camps on Friday, February 14th, in the
SUB Pit Walk Area from 9:00am - 2:00pm
Sponsored by:

~ Christian Camping International
~

United States Division

"You have tried the rest, now try the best...Best Western that is"

j ~

Why settle for a Tavern? Come down to
Best Western and enjoy Ellensburg's hottest
~
night-life. The bar offers a wide selection of
_A_
liquors and beverages to suit your tastes. _Best Western also
...V
has Ellensburg's most spacioJJ.S dance floor. This is combined
with the latest in dance music"along with a light show. Join Best
Western for an unforget~able evening of entertainment.
•Toga Party Spoady Friday January 30th.
•Don't forget Brett's Margarita Monday coming up Monday February 3.
Margaritas will be $2 .50.

• Earn direct CWU credit

* Language Classes
*Elective courses taught in English
* Excursions
* Homestay/apartment arrangement

Athens, Greece.
More·lia, Mexico

For more information:

Applications due February 28, 1992

Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
Office of International Programs
Nanum Complex; CWU
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Telephone: 963-3612
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Alternative voice speaks from the 'Ditch'
by Marvin Rosete
and Michael Radice

.Last quarter it was announced that a few students
would be stacking the newsstands with a new publication for Central and the local
community.
The Drainage "Ditch
Review(DDR), was conceived
by Andrew Bates and a handful of Central students as an
alternative voice of campus
and community opinions.
The first edition of the DDR
should be out this week. Its
publishers said it will be free
of charge, at least for now.
DDR staffer, Todd Burba,
hopes the paper will cover "A
good variety of topics."
The paper (which was held
up at the printers) was distributed in a ruffed photocopy form at its gala opening
last Friday at a local book-

store.
The first issue of the DDR
included a commentary on the
movie "JFK" It also contained other commentary on
condom distribution in
schools, a letter to the editor
about National Defense policy
and the Deficit, and an introduction containing the staff's
opinions on other publications
on campus.
"We're trying to illicit different works and opinions from
students and the community,"
Burba said.
The paper plans to be published once a month and
maybe more depending on
public response.
,
At the DDR preview a few
students voiced their dissatisfaction with the campus paper.
"Basically, the student body
isn't interested in deviating
from any social norm," Junior

Michael Radice/The ObMrver

Co-founder of the Drainage Ditch Review (left) Andrew Bates talks with Central administrator Keith
C~ampagne.

Matt Milliken said. "This paper should help those of us that
do."
"I look at places like (West~rn

Washington University) and
I'm embarrassed," he said.
DDR thinks it can add diversity to the literature currently

available on campus, said
DDR staffer Andrew Bates.
"(The DDR) is just one outlet for a different voice," he
said.
The first issue of the paper
will be available next to the
Observer in the SUB, also at
the Four Winds and Old Fools
bookstores in do.wntown Ellensburg.
Submissions to the Drainage Ditch Review may be
submitted at room 344 in the
Language and Literature
building. All interested in
writing for the Review are
encouraged to do so.
Bates, feels it is a bit of a
financial risk, but well worth
it.
''We hope it turns out well,
and it's up to the readers to
decide," Bates said. "If not,
there's always Cuba."

Blast from past, 'Lenny' worth renting
again.
Lenny Bruce was raisin' Hell
and using gutter language
"Did you know that Eleanor when these boys weren't even
Roosevelt gave Lou Gehrig the a twinkle in their fathers' eyes.
The movie spends most of
clap?"
its
time detailing Bruce's perSo begins a little gem of a
sonal
life from about 1955 to
movie I picked up over at New
his
death
in 1964.
World called "Lenny." It's sort
By today's standards, unforof a docu-drama about the life
of pioneer comedia1'1 Lenny tunately, Bruce's personal life
wasn't really all that extraorBruce.
Dustin Hoffman provides dinary. We see him start out as
his usual outstanding perfor- a young comic, marry a stripmance in the title role with per, make a bunch of money,
Valerie Perrine playing develop a drug habit and die as
a result of an apparent suicide.
Bruce's wife.
What really makes this
Now, for all ofyou out there
movie,
though, is Bruce's comwho are under the impression
that the Andrew Dice Clays edy. As I was watching
and Sam Kinisons are the bad Hoffman portray any one of
boys on the block in terms of Bruce's various acts throughtoday's pop-comedy, think out the movie, I was amazed at

Tom Linthicum
Staff reporter

how hilarious and how universal his message was.
I think even Lenny himself
would admit he used the kind
oflanguage he used mostly for
the shock value and to gain
attention.
And he did. But once you get
past the language, which even
the most hardened G.I. might
take exception with, you realize Bruce has some very poignant and timely points about
the hipocrisy we are all exposed to in everyday life.
It's important to remember
Bruce was in the height of his
popularity in the early sixties.
But, the issues he brought up
are as current as today's headlines.
For example, those of us who
have been following the teacher

TAX REFUNDS
IN 10 DAYS
FREE
ELECTRONIC
FILING
JONGEWARD &:

ASSOCIATES
Certified Public
Accountants
222 E. 4th, Ellensburg
925-6931
James Jongeward
Genine Pratt
Marianne ~Kreycik
Robert Stringham
Laurie Mohs
Berna Haberman

We have 26 years experience in saving· our
clients serious money. We are experts in tC\4
return preparation for educational professionals,
students and support staff at major universities.
We are experts in TIAA/CREFF, PERS I, PERS II,
retirement planning, etc.
When people say "Trust Us" - You shouldn't.
EXCEPT NOW. YOU SHOULD -- SO DO.

Don Carlton, retired CWU department chairman
says, "Jim has saved me literally thousands of
dollars in tax over the years. I recommend his
services to all who are serious about paying less
income tax"
CALL NOW

TRUST US

salary issue might like this one.
During one of his routines,
Bruce brings up the point that
Zsa Zsa Gabor would earn
$60,000 for one week performing in Las Vegas while the average teacher in Nevada would
earn $6,000 for an entire year.
And a little closer to home,
he talks about whatisdesirable
about a woman to the average
man: "What we (men) really
want is a Sunday school teacher
during the day and a $500 a
night hooker when the Sun goes
down."
Now, before you rush ·out to

grab a pen and paper to write
me a nice letter, keep in mind
you do not have to agree with
what he said. The important
thing is Bruce made you think,
or even get a little pissed-off.
And, at the very least, that's
what this film will do.
This movie is by no means
recent, high-budget, or even
in color. It starts out slow and
you have to suffer through the
first half. But stay with it, you
might learn something.
-Rentals courtesy of New
World Video-

Diet Center
Sale ...
ForCWU
Students

"Diet Center changed
the way I think about
food. I lost 28 pounds
in five weeks, and I'll
keep it off forever."

Kris McKenzie

Diet
Center®
The weight-loss professionals.
~03

E. 4th Upstairs

Davidson Building
Hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

962-6607
Weight loss and speed of loss will vary with Individual.

@

1991 Diet Center, Inc.
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Matnien host state tournanient
WRESTLING

Warm-up
Friday
with
Pacific
by Eric Sawyer
Staff writer

The 'Cats hit the mat Friday
against Pacific University and
then will participate Saturday
in the Washington State Collegiate Wrestling Champion ship
at Central.
Lee MacDiarmid, who has a
29-7 record, will attempt to win
his way into the record books.
With just two more wins this
season he'll take sole possession of second place.
If he can manage to win at
least eight more matches, he'll
tie the record for most single
season wins.
Mark Bon thuis also h.as a good
shot at a strong second place

Ladycats
chase .500

Jason Stevenson takes down a
finish in the record books. He
is sitting pretty with a tough
26-7 record.
The mat-men will square up
on Saturday against six other

Men's hoops home Friday vs hot Clansmen
by Ron Munson
Sports editor

by Kurt Hammond
Staff writer

The Central women's basketball team used good second half
shooting and strong offensive
rebounding to upset the 24thranked team in the nation,
Lewis and Clark State, 91-75.
Central (8-9, 4-5) shot a blazing 63 percent in the second
half compared to LC State's (45, 12-6) 39 percent from the
floor.
The Ladycats led 70-67 with
five minutes remaining when
they scored seven unanswered
points and never looked back.
The Ladycats were able to
shut down LC State's scoring
duo of Julie Stringer and Kelly
Anderson in the second half.
Central's Barb Shuel and
Stacey Gordon combined for 37
second half points by them. selves.
Gordon ended up with a career-high 31 points and earned
District 1 Player-of-the-Week
honors.
Shuel finished with 24 points
and 16 rebounds.
Center Heidi Robinson also
pulled down 16 rebounds as
the Ladycats out rebounded LC
State, 53-30.
The win puts the Ladycats
one and a half games out of
third place and in position to
clinch a playoff berth with a
win over District 1 rivals Puget
Sound (1-6, 5-15).
Central will host NCAA Division 2 team, Seattle Pacific
University tonight, tipoff is at
7:30. They play SPU again, in
Seattle, at 2 p.m. on Satuday.

member of Clackamas Community College wrestling team
squads in the 13th annual Big Bend, and Yakima Valley
WSCWC. The six schools in Community College.
the tournament will be; Simon
The Simon Fraser Clansmen
Fraser, Pacific Lutheran Uni- have won the tournament five
versity, Pacific, North Idaho, consecutive times.

The Clansmen return five
wrestlers to the mats this year
who won their respective
weight classes last season.
The lone returning champion for the mighty 'Cats is
Bonthuis.
If Cel)tral wants to stop this
domination they'll have to get
good performances from top
wrestlers Roger Shoup, Nick
Nastri, Jason Steveson,
Bonthuis and MacDiarmid.
The Clansmen will be
bringing three wrestlers who
are on the Canadian Olympic
team.
Last Friday the team faced
Clackamas Community College and lost 29-17. The two
winners for the 'Cats were
Shoup (13-8), and Bonthuis
(26-7).
Saturday's match at YVC
was competed on a junior
varsity basis, so none of the
results count in individual
win-loss records.
Catch the 'Cats this Friday
and Saturday.

The Central men's basketball team will host Simon
Fraser in a District 1 contest
at Nicholson Pavilion, Friday
night.
Tipoff is scheduled for 8 p.m.
following a wrestling meet
between Central and Pacific.
The Clansmen (3-1, 13-6) are
currently in second place in
District 1 standings.
Central (4-3, 13-10) will be

looking for revenge for a 95-94
loss at Simon Fraser earlier in
the season.
The Clansmen have never
beat the Wildcats in Ellensburg. Officially the record is
19-lbecauseofaforfeitin 1987.
Central will be looking to
better its district placing and
playoff position. The district
tournament takes the top six
teams and currently, the Wildcats are in fifth place, two
games above Puget Sound.
Last Saturday, the Wildcats

Schick
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helped themselves with a 7774 victory over District 1 rivals
Seattle University.
Jeff Albrecht and Heath
Dolven hit quickly with two
three-pointers to open the game
and the Wildcats never looked
back.
SU made it interesting when
it scored the first seven points
of the second half to cut the
Central lead to one point.
Central then took control of
the game until SU nailed a
three-pointer with only three

3on 3
Basketball
Tournament
Sponsored by

seconds left. Central's lead
was only one point again.
Larry Foster, who scored a -team-high 17points, was then
sent to the free throw line.
Foster sunk both free throws
to ice the victory for the Wildcats.
Terry Britt scored 16 points
and led Central with eight ~...:_
rebounds.
The Wildcats have three
straight home games before
they go on the road for their
last four games of the regular
season.
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Mariners deal is Far East and far-out
by Ron Munson
Sports editor

COMMENTARY

The financially troubled
Mariners may have a buyer
that wants to keep the major
league team in Seattle, for .a
- long time.
Our governor, and one of
our U.S. Senators (Slade
Gorton) sought out this
buyer, with the idea in mind
that the team, with adequate
funding, would compete and
would remain in Seattle.
So what's the big deal?
Well, it just so happens that
this proposed majority owner
is a Japanese citizen.
And, as always, when this
country is experiencing
economic distress, fingers are
pointed to the Far East as if
the Japanese are the problem.
The thought of the Japanese
owning a part of America's
past-time sends chills from
~ Los Angeles to Montreal.
The sale of the Mariners to
the "Baseball Club of Seattle"
may be blocked because of

the fear of foreign investment
in major league baseball.
Foreign investment is
nothing new to the United
States and for that matter,
major league baseball.
To the best of my knowledge, majority owners of the
Montreal Expos and the
Toronto Blue Jays are
residents of Canada. These
groups own a slice of
America's past-time and
there seems to be no problems.
Foreign investment can be a
good thing for the league.
Again I ask, what's the big
deal?
The fear ,which is proven to
be a component of prejudice,
of foreign investment is
strongest when Japan is the
investor.
Japan is second on the list
of foreign investors in the
U.S. behind Great Britian,
although Japan's rate of
investment is on the rise, no

news flash here.
I a·s k this: Would it be
better for major league
baseball to allow the Mariners to struggle financially in
Seattle? Would it be best for
the league to move the team
to Tampa Bay? Or, would it
be best for the league to let
the local sponsorships give
the Seattle Mariner's fans a
winner?
People have always said
Seattle is a football town and
indoor baseball would never
make it.
I say, give us something to
cheer about and with local
sponsorship, the Mariners
could be winners.
As major league baseball
fans, we have never been able
to cheer for the Mariners. For
the most part they have been
losers. Previous owners
refused to spend the money
to make them winners.
Proof this theory exists lies
in the fact that current owner
Jeff Smulyan has spent more
money than .the previous
owner, George Argyros, and
what did we get? Our first

winning season ever.
Now we are on the right
track and Nintendo (not to
mention Boeing, Microsoft
and McCaw Cellular Communications, all of which are
local) has the money to make
the Mariners into winners.
Details of the sale aren't yet
complete, but it is known the
Baseball Club of Seattle has
promised to throw out the
escape clause, meaning the
Mariners would stay in ,,
Seattle indefinitely.
Baseball commissioner,
Faye Vincent, desparately
wants baseball in Florida.
Vincent had his sights set on
moving the Mariners there,
but now his plans may be in
jeopardy.
Why can't he place a new
franchise in Florida and
leave the M's in good hands
in Seattle?
His fear of Japanese investment is unwarranted and
could be considered discriminatory.
If the case goes to court, it
will be found blockage. of the
sale would violate anti-trust

laws. There are no laws
against foreign investment in
baseball.

CLASSIFIEDS
STUDY ABROAD! England,
Italy, Germany"' Fr.ance, Mexico!
Apply now for ;::,pnng Quarter.
Call 963-3612.
'
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
For men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp interviewing Feb.
21. Make appointment and get
further info. at Student Employment Office.
Where In the world can you
study? Australia, Chile, China,
Hungary Japan 1 Mexico.
Confact International Programs;
963-3612.
CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES ... $200
86VW... $50
87 MERCEDES ... $100
65 MUSTANG ... $50
Choose from thousands starting
$25.
Free 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2929
Copyright #WA13KJC
Natlonal Student Exchange.
What is it? Can you ao? Cati
963-3612 to find outr
$40,000tvr READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple
11
like/don't lil<e" form. EASY.
Funi relaxing at home, beach
vact1ons. Guaranteedpaycheck
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801379-2925 Copyright#WA13KEB

3 day fin-fest ·set at UW
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After evening their dual meet
records at 2-2 with wins over
Pacific Lutheran Saturday,
Central's men and women
swim teams will be competing
in the Washington State Open.
The three-day event begins
Friday at the University of
Washington and continues
through the weekend.
At Tacoma, Central's ~omen
beat the Lutes 108-96 in a mild
upset as four swimmers improved on previous national
qualifying marks while posting Central's w~men's swim team
their best times of the year in upset PLU's Mary Carr in the
the 400 meter medley and 400 200 meter breaststroke.
meter free relay.
The 'Cats also unexpectedly
"I went in thinking that if it won the 400 meter free relay
was close, we wouldn't win it," ·as the team of Shannon
said head coach Lori Clark.
Pinqouch, Tyann Youngquist,
But, Central surprised the Molly Smith, and Julie Morris
Lutes in the 200 meter butterfly swam a season-best.
when Annette Harris and Nikki
Bettering their national
Wilson finished first and sec- qualifying times were Harris
ond. Also, Nicole Lindstrom in the200meterfly,Lindstrom

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!
Reputable Seattle mail order
firm needs help immediately.
Perteet for students--no risk,
high income. Send $1 processing fee and self addressed,
stamQed envelope to: PMY,
11009 NE 125th Lane, Suite
K203, Kirkland, WA 98034.
Save 50% on Hotel expenses.
Membership $49.95 Qays for
itself just after 1st or 2nd use.
Call Srad at 963-8430 or Jon at
(206)941-0907

makes a splash against Tacoma Lutes

in the 200 meter breaststroke,
Allison Walsh in the 500 meter
freestyle, and Smith in the 200
individual medley.
Individual winners included
Walsh, Harris, Smith and
Lindstrom.
In the men's dual, the margin
ofvictorywasprobablythebiggest surprise as the men took
eight of the llevents. The final

1

was 131-70.
Individual winners included
Bill Morach.in the 1000 meter
freestyle,JonStempin the200
meter freestyle, David Stemp
in the 50 meter freestyle, Scott
Zabel in the 200 individual
medley, Sig Kohl in the 100
meter freestyle and Ben
Olszewski in the 200 meter
backstroke.

Announcement! Applications for
the prestigious Japanese
Ministry (Monbusno) scholarship are available now! Study at
Sh1mane University. Call for
more information (963-3612)
ask for Nomi Pearce.
CASH FOR BOOKS!
Fourwinds Bookstore
Textbooks excluded. Call
Richard 962-2375. 200 E. 4th

$5.00 (includes snowshoes, poles, and transportation)

..

::* *
:

Applications for study in Australia, Chil~ China, Hungary,
Mexico aue January 31, 1992.
Doo't Delay!

Sign up in the Tent-n-Tube
Sub West Entrance

*

For more Information call

••• F
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,Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to s1000 in one
week. Plus receive a s1000

bonus yOlJrrelf. And a FREE
WATCHjustfor calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

·i!~~
COtLE&E

Q KIM'S
GEMSTONE
CUTTING

}recthe a little easier. So pick up a canvas or nylon
c;r
0

Q)

~~

INS1RUMENTAUSTS
AUDITIONS

~~
Make T'ees Fi
~
ve'tt

~

fine jewelry - jewelry repair

~

gem faceting - polishing

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
SPECIAL ORDERS

~4

~
~

~

1991.

Diamonds - Rubies
Emeralds - Sapphires
Ellensburg Blues
Amethyst
Semi-precious Stones

~

Tune up for a dream-come-true
summer ofopportunity!

-
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ORCHESTRA (EPCO~ Center)
June 1-August 15

.

-·

0
c:::l.- ,..,..,
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MARCHING BAND (DisneyJand/Walt Disney World)
June 1-August 15

Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. Noon-5

,..,..,

925-4900

109 W 3rd.

SHOW BAND (Walt Disney World)
May 24-August 31
AUDITION SITES AND DATES
SEATILE, ThW'Sday, Februacy6
University of Washington, Central Campus
Student Union Building

Rings
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c:

0.
0.

0

•Walk-in auditions, 9am-4pm
•Five minutes selected music, then sight-read
•Bring current resume/photo
•Career Workshops
• Must be college undergraduate, at )·east 18 years old with
freshman year completed by Summer of 1992
•Weekly stipend/summer housing/work transportation provided

Things

-=
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302N.Main
Ellensburg

Q

INS1RUMENfS: Violin, viola, cello, all saxophones, flute; clarinet,
oboe, bassoon and doublers: French horn, trumpet,_ trombone, tuba,
electric bass (double on acoustic bass), piano/synthesizer, and percussion
(marching, set, timpani, and mallets). Piano doublers especially sought.

The Company that believes
in you. Your credit is good
with us; for your next gift
let us help.

QUFSTIONS? Write (below) or call: 407/345-5701 (FL)
or 800/854-8671 (CA), 10am-4pm local time.
DISNEY INSTRUMENTALIST AUDITIONS '92
P.O. Bo:~ 10000, Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830-1000
© The Walt Disney Company

Guaranteed Instant Financing
No interest and Low Payments

Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

Happy
Valentines Day

Make reservations

pizza
place

for your
heart shaped pizza

In the Plaza for the 14th
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

pizza
place

.
We have games! Monopoly, Life,
Clue, Battleship, &
Rummikub-Give us your
suggestions!

FRAZZINI'~

PIZZA!

We also have darts

..................................................

:
•I

Large Pizza (16") . : : $3.00 OFF
Medium Price
:I I•ANY LARGE (16") PIZZA

I
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

I

I

I I
· I

1

EXPIRES March 27, 1992

:I

Frazzini's Pizza Place

•

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHC:R OFFER

:
•
:
•
1

Buy one large regular price
pizza and get up to 4 more
large pizzas for only $7.00
each. (equal or lesser value)

ANY MEDIUM (13") PIZZA

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

I I

I
I

$2.00 OFF : ·

I

:

I
I

.I
I
I

1
I
1
:
I -I
I •

EXPl·RES March 27, 1992

p~·azzini's
Pizza Place
-... ~ NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I
1
I
I

•••••••••••m•••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Heart Shaped
•
3 topping pizza
:
$10.99 February 1-14 :

1
1
I
I

I
I

Frazzini's Pizza Place

: :

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I ;

••••••••••••••••••••••••

/

Frazzini's Pizza Place
EXPIRES February 15, 1992

:
I

• •••••••••••••••••••••••

